MEET Judith Delozier, LEARN to IGNITE

PASSION in Action
To Make a Difference for Self and the Community

Public Workshop by Judith Delozier
Co-Developer of NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming)
19-20th March 2016 (Saturday – Sunday), Hong Kong

One major key to sustainability and success in this globalized and highly competitive work environment is Passion. Passion connects our life goals, and steers us towards our life mission. Passion fuels our drive and empowers us in moving forward and towards our goals. The Workshop works to ignite our Passion; inspire, refresh and equip us with useful tools to get straight down to progressing with our heart-driven projects and accomplishing our goals, which will bring beneficial change to ourselves and the communities we belong to and the world we live in.

What You Can Get from the Workshop
Powerful Tools and Skills to:
(1) Strengthen Your Alignment and Personal Growth;
(2) Build Team Spirit and Creativity with Others; and
(3) Express Our Leadership in the Community

Who Should Attend
Anyone who wants to Make a Difference, a Positive Change in One’s Life and/or Community. Knowledge of NLP is not required.
PASSION in Action

Workshop Synopsis
The Workshop will primarily (1) help connect to our inner-selves (our core), enrich our senses as to awaken and glow our Passion; (2) help us connect to and gather external resources (the larger system); and (3) model success stories, learn how their strategies, attitudes and inspirations can provide ways to develop and empower us to put Passion in action, lead creating positive changes in ourselves and our communities.

The Workshop will be highly interactive and enlightening, with lots of exercises for first hand experiencing and learning (employing both the Cognitive and Body) to connect with our core, enriching our senses both inside and outside (the larger system), hence expanding and strengthening ourselves to find our life direction and move purposefully on overcoming obstacles and challenges as they come along, and make a difference in ourselves and our communities.

About Judith Delozier
One of the most inspiring and wisest people you will meet, Judith DeLozier brings 40 years of experience as a co-developer, trainer and designer of training programmes in the field of NLP.

As one of Grinder and Bandler’s original group of students, Judith has been contributing significantly to the development of numerous NLP models and processes.

A co-author of The Encyclopedia of Systemic NLP and NLP New Coding, Neuro-Linguistic Programming Vol. 1, and Turtles ALL the Way Down, with Robert Dilts, John Grindler and Richard Bandler, Judith was involved in the creation of the fundamental NLP technique of Reframing. As a student of Milton Erickson, Judith modelled his tracking strategy for creating and utilizing trance states and metaphors.

Judith has been primarily responsible for bringing NLP to the area of transcultural competence, pioneering applications of NLP to the development of cross-cultural skills. Recently she has set her sights on modelling wisdom and sharing what she has learned with NLP trained students of various backgrounds.
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Workshop Details
Venue: Chamber 3, G/F, InnoCentre, 72 Tat Chee Avenue, Kowloon Tong.
Dates: 19 – 20th March 2016 (Saturday and Sunday)
Time: 10 am – 6 pm (Reception starts at 9:30 am)
Medium of Instruction: English (with some Mandarin translation)

REGISTRATION FORM
Printout NAME(S) on Attendance Certificate(s) (BLOCK letters please)

Contact Tel ____________________ Email ____________________

Investment (tick as appropriate)
☐ HK$6,000/person (INDIVIDUAL)
☐ HK$5,400/person (GROUP in group of 3+*)
☐ HK$5,400/person (INDIVIDUAL EARLYBIRD pay before 29 Feb 2016)
☐ HK$4,800/person (GROUP EARLYBIRD pay before 29 Feb 2016 in group of 3+*)
(* please print ALL names above)

Payment by (tick as appropriate)
☐ Cheque – mail cheque (payable to ‘Different Drums Co Ltd’) and the completed Registration Form (this Form) to Room 03B, 28/F, 148, Electric Road, HONG KONG.
☐ Banking-in – bank in amount to HSBC#450-551486-001 and send us an image of the bank-in slip and this Form, either by email to enquiry@ddcentre.com; or by WhatsApp to +852 9669 0440.
❖ We shall acknowledge receipt of registration & payment by email.

Please let us know how you got to know about this workshop
Referred by ____________________ (where applicable)
Enquiries: email enquiry@ddcentre.com, or tel: +852 3162 3480
Sincerest thanks to
Judith Lowe and Robert Dilts
for their kind support and materials for this Workshop